Introduction.
All spaces referred to in this paper are assumed to be metric (or, more accurately, metrizable); metrics are denoted by symbols like p. A space X is said to be of absolute Borel class a (where a is a countable ordinal) if, whenever X is a subspace of a space Y, X is Borel of class a in F.1 Clearly, if X is of absolute Borel class a, then so is every space homeomorphic to X. For all but the simplest Borel classes, such spaces are characterized by the wellknown theorem (see e.g., [6, p. 339] ):
(1) X is of absolute Borel class a if (and only if) X is of Borel class a in some complete (metric) space.
But this theorem applies only to the classes G¡ and beyond (F"s, Gi", etc., i.e., a^2). The only nontrivial case remaining is that of the absolute F, spaces. It is well known (and elementary) that a separable space is an absolute F" if and only if it is a-compact (i.e., the union of countably many compact spaces). For nonseparable spaces this fails (e.g., an uncountable discrete set is an absolute F, but not tr-compact) ; a valid generalization (Theorem 2 below) is the main object of this paper. We shall also characterize the spaces which are absolutely the difference between two closed (or, equivalently, open) sets; here the known result for separable spaces needs no alteration in the general case (Theorem 1), though the proof does. The more complicated types-e.g., the spaces which are absolutely the difference between two F, (or, equivalently, C7j) sets-are covered by the standard theory [6, p. 339] ; the analogue of (1) applies to them. For completeness, we mention that the only absolutely open space is the empty set; the absolutely closed spaces are, of course, the compact spaces.
2. Absolute F(~\G spaces. We state as a lemma the following fundamental result of Hausdorff: Lemma 1. Given a closed subspace A of a (metric) space X, and given any metric p on A (compatible with the topology of A), there exists a metric p* on X (compatible with the topology of X) which, restricted to A, coincides with p. Conversely, suppose X is not locally compact. There is a point aEX such that, for all e>0, the closure of the neighborhood S(a, e) = {x\xEX, p(a, x)<e} fails to be compact. Then S(a, 1) contains a countably infinite discrete set Bi= {bin} (n=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) with no limit point in X. Bi is clearly closed in X; further, we may assume aEBi (otherwise replace Bi by Bi-(a)). Thus, on writing 5i = p(a, Bi), we have 0<5i^l.
Similarly S(a, h/2) contains an infinite discrete (closed) set B2= {b2"} (w=l, 2, • • • ) with 0<p(a, B2) = SíáSi/2. Proceeding in this way we obtain, for each m= 1, 2, • • -, a closed infinite discrete set Bm= {bmn} (n = l, 2,
Put A = (a)\J\JBm; clearly A is closed. Again, bm-+aEXEG; hence, for some M, bMEG. That is, bMEFr\G = X; and the sequence bMn (»=1, 2, • • • ) converges to bM in X. But this contradicts the choice of BM as a discrete subset of X.
3. Absolute F, spaces. We recall that the weight of a space X is the least cardinal of any basis of open sets of X. Since we are dealing with metric spaces only, it is also the least cardinal of any dense sub-Lemma 2. If every point of a (metric) space X has a neighborhood of weight ^ k, X can be expressed as a union of disjoint open sets X\, each of weight ^ k.
When & = fc<o this is a well-known theorem of Alexandroff [l, p. 300]; another proof is in [7] . Actually this special case is all we shall need ; but it may be of interest to sketch a simple proof of the general result. We may of course assume k infinite. Being paracompact, X has a locally finite covering { Ua} by open sets, each of weight ^k. Write Ua~ Uß to mean that there is a finite sequence Ua = Uy , Uyi, ■ • • , Uln=Uß, such that UyiC\Uli_l9±0 (i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n). Lemma 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that X be an absolute F, is that, in every metric on X (compatible with its topology), X is a-complete.
If p is any metric on an absolute Fa space X, then X is F, in its completion X in the metric p. Thus X = \JXn (»=1, 2, • • • ), where Xn is closed in X and therefore complete with respect to p. Conversely, if the condition is satisfied, let X be a subspace of a space Y with metric p. Then p restricted to X gives a metric on X, for which X = \)Xn with Xn complete.
Hence Xn is closed, and X is F" in Y.
Lemma 5. Every closed subspace of an absolute Fc is an absolute Fc.
Let A be closed in an absolute F" set X. By Lemma 1, every metric p on A can be extended to a metric p* on X. By Lemma 4, X -\JXn where Xn is complete in p*. Hence A = (i (Ai^Xn) where A(~\Xn is complete in the metric p. By Lemma 4 again, A is an absolute F". we put An = Ua Van, Xn is also F, in X. Clearly UAn = Ua,n Van = U Ua = X. All that remains to be proved is that Xn is locally separable. Now, given xEX", we have xEVan for some a, and then S(x, l/n)P\XnEUa.
But Ua is, by construction, a union of open separable subsets of Ka-(for Ua7£0 here); hence, for some e>0, S(x, t)r\Ka-is separable. If 5 = min(e, l/n), then S(x, 5)HX" ES(x, 8)r\UaES(x, t)r\Ka-, and is therefore also separable.
Lemma 8. If X is a locally separable absolute F", X is a-locally compact. and separable. Each X\ can be imbedded in a copy H\ of the Hilbert cube, and we may assume that the sets H\ are disjoint and of diameter 1. We extend the metrics on the separate sets H\ to a metric p on H=\JH), by taking p(x, y) = l whenever xEH\, yEHß, and \9£ß. There is now an obvious homeomorphism of X onto a subset X' of H, and we have X' = \JFJ. (n=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) where F"' is closed in H. Clearly F¿ is locally compact; in fact, if xEF¿Í~\H\, F"
C\S(x, 1/2) EH), and so is a compact neighborhood of x in F"'. Thus X = U F" where Fn is locally compact.
Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a (metric) space to be an absolute F" is that it be a-locally compact. Remark. Since every separable locally compact space is à-compact, Theorem 2 includes the classical result that for a separable space to be an absolute F" it is necessary and sufficient that it be (T-compact.
